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1. INTRODUCTION
The market for credit derivatives appeared in the mid 1990s. Credit deriva-
tives are instruments aimed at protecting debt securities investors against
adverse movements in the credit quality of the borrower. Initially invented
for hedging, in the beginning these instruments were privately negotiated fi-
nancial contracts, purely over-the-counter traded. The development of statis-
tic techniques for pricing credit derivatives led to the standardizing of these
products, which are now liquidly traded and exhibit significant growth.
One of the most popular credit derivative products are CDO — collateral
debt obligations. CDOs are asset backed securities, which have typically a
loan/debt assets portfolio as a collateral securitizing a portfolio of credit-
linked notes. The cash flow generated by the collateral is structured in order
to meet investor’s risk preferences. CDOs are used for credit risk transfer,
capital relief as well as for arbitrage.
A relatively recent innovation in the credit derivatives market is the introduc-
tion of standardized CDS (credit default swaps) indices such as iTraxx. The
standard tranches on these reference indices are also actively quoted. The
new liquidity of the market instigated the quotation of tranched products in
terms of implied correlation parameter rather than in terms of the tranche
spread. This practice was inspired by the use of implied volatilities in op-
tions markets. The implied compound correlation of a tranche is the uniform
asset correlation that makes the tranche spread computed by the standard
market model equal to its observed market spread. This correlation is used
to price off-market tranches with the same underlying or for relative value
considerations (when comparing alternative investments in CDO tranches).
Applying the implied correlation concept has nevertheless a few drawbacks
that are discussed in this paper. First, the tranche spreads are not necessarily
monotone in correlation, and we may observe market prices that are not
attainable by a choice of correlation. Moreover, implied correlations suffer
from both existence and uniqueness problems. Finally, a so called correlation
smile is observed when using the standard market model for pricing CDO
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tranches. Quotations available in the market indicate that different tranches
on the same underlying portfolio trade at different implied correlations. If the
standard market model described market prices correctly the implied default
correlation would trivially be constant over tranches. Using the data on CDS
indices and tranched products we will demonstrate the pricing methodology
for CDO instrument and analyze the properties of implied correlation smile.
The paper is organized as follows: the second chapter presents the theo-
retical background on credit risk modeling. The third chapter introduces
collateral debt obligations and deals with its pricing techniques. Further we
consider the concepts of compound and base correlation. The fourth section
includes direct modeling of tranche spreads and finding the implied correla-
tions observed in the market.The fifth chapter focuses on the concept of base
correlations. The last chapter concludes.
2. MODELING CORRELATED DEFAULTS
In this chapter we present a background in the theory of credit risk modeling
and ideas broadly used in the pricing of credit derivatives. Since in this work
the empirical analysis bases on the use of standard credit risk models and
focuses on the notion of correlation, we will proceed with covering correlation
modeling approaches. These concepts have recently become popular and
their comprehensive presentation could be found in many books, e. g. [?].
For more references see [11], [6].
2.1 Basic Concepts
We will start with defining the basic notions of credit risk theory.
Definition 2.1.1 (Loss function):
The loss fraction in case of default is called loss given default (LGD). The
exposure at default in a considered time period is abbreviated as EAD. Then
the loss of an obligor is defined by the following loss function:
L˜ = EAD × LGD × L
with L = ID. Here D stands for the default event of an obligor in a given
time period, (e. g. one year). P (D) is the probability of the event D.
Definition 2.1.2 (Expected Loss):
The expected loss (EL) is defined as:
EL = E(L˜) = EAD × LGD × P(D).
For simplicity reasons we assume here and thereafter EAD and LGD to be
deterministic therefore implying their independence from the default event.
However violating these assumptions leads to a more specified and realistic
model.
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To calculate EL we need to find default probabilities, which could be inferred
either from credit ratings or from market prices of defaultable bonds or credit
derivatives. According to the first approach we use data on default frequen-
cies for different rating classes to perform a mapping from the ratings’ space
into the default probabilities’ space. Second approach has recently become
more popular. Models for implying default probabilities from spreads of the
credit default swaps are incorporated in most data systems. A detailed pre-
sentation of how this could be done is given in the Appendix A. For details
on bootstrapping default probabilities please to [18], [19], [3].
The expected loss EL defines the necessary loss reserve that a bank must
hold as an insurance against the default. In addition to the expected loss the
bank should have a cushion to cover unexpected losses.
Definition 2.1.3 (Unexpected Loss):
The unexpected loss (UL) is defined as:
UL =
√
Var(L˜) =
√
Var(EAD × LGD × L)
with Var(L) = P(D)(1− P(D)).
So far we have considered the loss estimates for a single obligor. Now assume
we have a credit portfolio consisting of m loans.
Definition 2.1.4 (Portfolio Loss):
The expected portfolio loss is defined by the following random variable:
L˜PF =
m∑
i=1
L˜i =
m∑
i=1
EADi × LGDi × Li
with Li = IDi .
Analogously to the single obligor case we can calculate ELPF and ULPF :
ELPF =
m∑
i=1
ELi =
m∑
i=1
EADi × LGDi × P(Di)
ULPF =
√√√√ m∑
i,j=1
EADi × EADj × LGDi × LGDj × Cov(Li, Lj).
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It is possible to rewrite the covariance term as following:
Cov(Li, Lj) =
√
Var(Li)× Var(Lj)× ρij.
Now we obviously face the problem of the unknown default correlations ρij.
One could assume that loss variables are uncorrelated but this severely con-
tradicts our empirical observations: defaults are likely to happen jointly so
that the correlation between obligors becomes the main driver of credit risk
and the key issue in credit modeling.
The discussed above risk characteristics such as Expected and Unexpected
Loss and also well-known risk measure VAR could be easily calculated given
the distribution of the portfolio loss variable L˜PF (see Figure (2.1)). Later
we will show that finding portfolio loss distribution is essential to pricing
credit derivatives.
Fig. 2.1: Portfolio Loss Distribution and Risk Measures.
There are two methods to generate a loss distribution. The first solution
is applying Monte Carlo simulation, the second is based on some analytical
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approximation. In the Monte Carlo framework we simulate portfolio losses
assuming some driving distribution of the single loss variables and correla-
tion between them. Analytic approximation also requires correlation as an
input. Further we will introduce the models which incorporate the statistical
techniques for calibrating default correlations.
2.2 The Bernoulli Model
In the preceding section we have implicitly introduced the Bernoulli loss vari-
able defined as Li ∼ B(1; pi) , with Li being the default variable of obligor i,
i. e. loss is generated with probability pi and not generated with probability
(1−pi). The default correlation was therefore defined as correlation between
random variables, which follow Bernoulli distribution. The fundamental idea
in the modeling of joint defaults is the randomization of the involved de-
fault probabilities. While in our previous analysis we considered extracted
from market data or ratings default probabilities, now we assume that the
loss probabilities are also random variables that follow some distribution F
within [0, 1]m: P = (P1, . . . , Pm) ∼ F .
We assume that Bernoulli loss variables L1, . . . , Lm are independent condi-
tional on a realization p = (p1, . . . , pm) of vector P . The joint distribution
of the loss function is then:
P(L1 = l1, ..., Lm = lm) =
∫
[0,1]m
m∏
i=1
plii (1− pi)1−li dF(p1, ..., pm), (2.1)
where li ∈ {0, 1}. The first and second moments of the single losses Li are:
E(Li) = E(Pi), Var(Li) = E(Pi){1− E(Pi)}
The covariance of single losses is given by:
Cov(Li, Lj) = E(Li, Lj)− E(Li)E(Lj) = Cov(Pi, Pj) (2.2)
The correlation for two counterparties’ default is:
Corr(Li, Lj) =
Cov(Pi, Pj)√
E(Pi) {1− E(Pi)}
√
E(Pj) {1− E[Pj]}
. (2.3)
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Thus we succeeded in expressing the unknown default correlations in terms
of covariances of the F distribution. Later in this chapter it will be shown
how to obtain an appropriate specification for the distribution of default
probabilities and consequently solve for the default correlations.
A major simplification is possible if one assumes an equal default probability
Pi for all obligors. It is suitable for the uniform portfolios with loans of com-
parable size and with similar risk characteristics. In this case (2.1) simplifies
to
P(L1 = l1, ..., Lm = lm) =
∫ 1
0
pk(1− p)m−k dF (p) (2.4)
where k =
∑m
i=1 li is the number of defaults in the credit portfolio. Note that
EL equals:
p =
∫ 1
0
p dF (p) (2.5)
Therefore the default correlation between two different counterparties equals:
ρij = Corr(Li, Lj) =
P(Li = 1, Lj = 1)− p2
p(1− p) =
∫ 1
0
p2dF (p)− p2
p(1− p) . (2.6)
Formula (2.6) shows that the higher volatility of P corresponds to the higher
default correlation. Since the numerator of (2.6) equals Var(P ) ≥ 0 the
default correlation in the Bernoulli model is always positive and can not
mimic negative default correlation.
2.3 The Poisson Model
Another widely-spread approach to joint default modeling is the assumption
of Poisson-distributed loss variable Li with intensity Λi. This means that
Li ∼ Pois(λi), pi = P(Li ≥ 1), Li ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} modeling the fact that
multiple defaults of one obligor i may occur. Analogously to the Bernoulli
mixture model we assume not only the loss variable vector L but also the
intensity vector Λ = (Λ1, . . . ,Λm) to be random: Λ ∼ F within [0,∞)m. Also
assume that L1, . . . Lm (conditional on a realization of Λ) are independent.
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The joint distribution of Li is given:
P(Li = li, ..., Li = li)
=
∫
[0,∞)m
e−(λ1+...+λm)
m∏
i=1
λlii
li!
dF(λ1, ..., λm), (2.7)
Similar to the Bernoulli case, we have for i = 1, ...,m :
E(Li) = E(Λi)
Var(Li) = Var {E(Li|Λ)}+ E {Var(Li|Λ)} = Var(Λi) + E(Λi). (2.8)
The correlation is given then:
Corr(Li, Lj) =
Cov(Λi,Λj)√
Var(Λi) + E(Λi)
√
Var(Λj) + E(Λj)
. (2.9)
Like in the Bernoulli Model we can epress the default correlation through the
covariances of the intensity vector distribution F . For the uniform portfolios
we could assume a single distribution for all obligors. The analogue of (2.2)
is then:
Corr(Li, Lj) =
Var(Λ)
Var(Λ) + E(Λ)
. (2.10)
This formula is especially intuitive if we look at it from a dispersion point
of view. The dispersion of a distribution is its variance to mean ratio. The
dispersion of a Poisson distribution is equal to 1. Using dispersion, we get
the following formula:
Corr(Li, Lj) =
D(Λ)
D(Λ) + 1
. (2.11)
We therefore conclude: an increase in dispersion will increase the mixture
effect, which strengthens the dependence between obligor’s defaults.
Bernoulli vs. Poisson
Comparing Bernoulli with Poisson distribution of the default risk, we see that
there always exists a higher default correlation in Bernoulli distribution than
in Poisson distribution. In other words even in case the mean of Bernoulli
matches with the Poisson distribution, the Poisson variance will always ex-
ceed the variance of Bernoulli. The higher default correlations result in fatter
tails of the corresponding loss distributions.
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2.4 The Industrial Models
In the empirical part of this work we will apply so called Large Pool Ho-
mogenous Gaussian Copula Model to market data. This model is based in
its turn on the implications of widely used industrial models, which are briefly
presented below.
Two well-known factor models CreditMetricsTM and KMV belong to the
Bernoulli class and imply only two possible outcomes — default or survive.
Default of an obligor i occurs if the value of the obligor’s assets A
(i)
T in a
valuation horizon T falls below a threshold value Ci, often interpreted as the
value of the obligor’s liabilities.
Li = I(A(i)T )<Ci
∼ B{1;P (A(i)T < Ci)} (2.12)
Thus AT can be regarded as a latent variable, which drives the default event
implicitly replacing the notion of default correlation for the asset correlation.
How is the correlation matrix of the latent variables defined? The answer lies
in the basic assumption of both models, according to which the asset value
dynamics relate to the changes in some common factors reflecting economic
issues. Therefore asset correlations between obligors are induced exclusively
by the correlation between the respective composite factors denoted by Yi.
In the typical model parametrization the latent variables are presented in
the form of standardized asset log-returns:
ri =
r˜i − E(r˜i)√
Var(r˜i)
with r˜i = log(A
(i)
T /A
(i)
0 ).
Suppose that the standardized log return of the asset value can be written
as:
ri = RiYi + εi. (2.13)
Here Yi represents a weighted sum of many industry and country indices
(composite factor). From the simple regression analysis we conclude that R2i
defines how much the volatility of ri can be explained by the volatility of Yi
and therefore it stands for the systematic risk of the obligor i. Respectively
εi is the firm-specific effect.
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The core assumption of CreditMetricsTM and KMV models is the multi-
variate normal (Gaussian) distribution of the latent variables ri:
ri ∼ N(0, 1)
Yi ∼ N(0, 1)
εi ∼ N(0, 1−R2i )
In this case we can rewrite (2.12) as:
Li = Iri<ci (2.14)
where ci is the threshold corresponding to Ci after replacing AT for the stan-
dardized log returns ri . Using (2.13) we can rewrite the threshold condition
ri < ci as εi < ci − RiYi . Because ri ∼ N(0, 1), from pi = P(ri < ci) we
obtain
ci = Φ
−1(pi).
After standardizing of εi the threshold condition changes to:
εi√
1−R2i
<
Φ−1(pi)−RiYi√
1−R2i
. (2.15)
On the right hand side of (2.15) Yi is the only stochastic element. We
therefore obtain (conditional on Yi = y )
pi(y) = Φ
(
Φ−1(pi)−Riy√
1−R2i
)
. (2.16)
Transforming this into the Bernoulli mixture setting yields
P (L1 = l1, . . . , Lm = lm)
=
∫
[0,1]m
m∏
i=1
qlii (1− qi)1−lidF(q1, ..., qm).
Now we are able to specify the probability distribution function:
F (q1, ..., qm) = Nm(μ,Γ)
where μ = (p−11 (q1), . . . , p
−1
m (qm))
 and Γ is the asset correlation matrix of
the log returns r˜i.
The described modeling framework belongs to the KMV model. Though
being based on the same assumptions, CreditMetricsTM differs from the
KMV mainly in two issues: it uses equity instead of asset value process and
it incorporates slightly different approach to defining composite factors. For
further information on the model please refer to CreditMetricsTM Technical
Document ([13]).
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Fig. 2.2: The default probability p(y) as a function of the state of the economy.
2.5 One Factor Models
The multiple factor model has been introduced with equation (2.13). A one
factor model simplifies the analysis since there is only one driving factor
common to all obligors: Y ∼ N(0, 1). In our discussion we concentrate on
the KMV Model (for references see [?]). In a one factor setup we model the
(standardized) log returns:
ri =
√
ωY +
√
1− ωZi (2.17)
with idiosyncratic Zi ∼ N(0, 1). The uniform asset correlation is denoted ω.
As before Zi is assumed to be independent from the factor Y. Given a single
factor and identical for all obligors ω, we can rewrite equation (2.16) as:
pi(y) = Φ
(
Φ−1(pi)−
√
ωy√
1− ω
)
(2.18)
In order to demonstrate the dependence of pi(y) on the default probabil-
ity given y values let us fix ω = 20% and y ∈ {−3, 0, 3}. The variable
y ∼ N(0, 1) can be interpreted as the state of the economy, y = −3 corre-
sponding to a bad state, y = 0 meaning a typical state and y = 3 indicating
a good state of the economy. See Figure (2.2).
The joint default probability is given in the following proposition.
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PROPOSITION 2.1:
In a one-factor portfolio model with uniform correlation ω and loss statistics
L1, . . . , Lm with Li ∼ B(1, pi), where pi is defined as in (2.18), the joint
default probability (JDP) of two obligors is:
JDPij = P (Li = 1, Lj = 1) = Φ2 {Φ−1(pi),Φ−1(pj);ω},
where Φ2[·, ·;ω] denotes the bivariate normal cumulative distribution function
with correlation ω.
Proof. The joint default probability can be calculated as
P(Li = 1, Lj = 1) = P (ri < Φ
−1(pi), rj < Φ−1(pj)) .
By construction, the correlation between the asset value log-returns and
ri, rj ∼ Φ(0, 1) is ω. This proves the proposition.
As we want to derive the analytical approximation for portfolio loss distri-
bution, the next step is to prove that with increasing portfolio size in terms
of the number of obligors m, the portfolio loss distribution converges to a
closed-form limit distribution. Here we allow for random LGD but determin-
istic (fixed) EAD. Also we do not exclude the dependence of LGD on the
state of economy Y . This dependence between the default and the recovery
rate on the same underlying factor is reasonable as empirical evidence shows
that recovery rates tend to decrease while default rates rise. The framework
used is Bernoulli mixture model, such that the counterparties are modeled
by random variables:
Li ∼ B(1, pi)
Y ∼ Φ(0, 1)
((LGDi × Li)|Y =y))i=1,...,m independent (2.19)
where we assume that all involved random variables are defined on a common
probability space.
The last condition in (2.19) means that we assume conditional independence
of losses rather than independence of default indicators. The derivation of
the limit loss distribution does not however depend on the particular distribu-
tion of the factor Y. It is sufficient that Y and the residual variables ε1, ε2, . . .
are random variables in R defined on some probability spaces (ΩY , FY , PY ),
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(Ω1, F1, P1), (Ω2, F2, P2) etc. Then the suitable probability space for Propo-
sition (2.1) is the product space
(Ω, F, P ) = (ΩY , FY , PY )⊗ (Ω1, F1, P1)⊗ (Ω2, F2, P2)⊗ . . .
because the variables Y, ε1, ε2, . . . are always assumed to be independent.
For every ω = (y, 1, 2, . . .) ∈ Ω the loss variables Li(ω) are given by latent
variable indicators evaluated with regard to the realization of ω:
Li(ω) = I[√ωy+√1−ωi<ci].
For a portfolio of m obligors, the portfolio loss relative to the portfolio’s total
exposure is given by:
L(m) =
m∑
i=1
wiLGDiLi, wi =
EADi∑m
j=1 EADj
. (2.20)
Following [?] we will introduce a technical assumption in order to infer the
closed-form limit loss distribution. Consider an infinite number of loans with
exposure EADi. Assume that the following holds:
m∑
i=1
EADi ↗∞ (m→∞), (2.21)
∞∑
m=1
(
EADm∑m
i=1 EADi
)2
<∞. (2.22)
Condition (2.21) states that the total exposure of the portfolio strictly in-
creases to infinity with increasing number of obligors. Condition (2.22) im-
plies that the exposure weights compress very rapidly with increasing number
of obligors. These assumptions are necessary to make sure that the exposure
share of each entity in the reference portfolio tends to zero.
PROPOSITION 2.2:
Assumptions (2.21), (2.22) are sufficient to guarantee that in the limit the
percentage portfolio loss L(m) defined in (2.20) and the conditional expecta-
tion E(L(m)|Y ) are equal almost surely, such that
P
[
limm→∞
(
L(m) − E(L(m)|Y )) = 0] = 1. (2.23)
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See proof of the proposition (2.2) in the Appendix B.
In the case that (LGDiLi)i≥1 are not only conditionally independent but also
identically distributed, Proposition (2.2) can be reformulated as follows:
There exists some measurable function p : R→ R such that for m→∞ the
portfolio loss L(m) converges to p ◦ Y almost surely. Moreover, p ◦ Y equals
E(LGDiLi|Y ) almost surely.
Because E(L(m)|Y ) is by definition σ(Y )-measurable, where σ(Y ) denotes the
σ-Algebra generated by Y, there exists some measurable function p : R →
R with E(L(m)|Y ) = p ◦ Y. Combined with the Proposition (2.2) and the
assumption that all losses are identically distributed this concludes the proof
of the above statement.
Thus it is shown that for m→∞ the randomness of the portfolio loss L(m)
solely depends on the randomness of the factor Y : by increasing the number
of obligors in the portfolio, the specific risk is completely removed and only
the systematic risk arising from the volatility of the common factor remains
in the portfolio. Assuming uniform default probabilities pi for all obligors i
and applying KMV framework to our analysis we infer:
E(L(m)) =
m∑
i=1
wiE(Li|Y ) = Φ
{
Φ−1(pi)−
√
ωy√
1− ω
}
=: p(Y ),
such that from (2.2) it follows that
L(m)
m→∞−→ p(Y ) = Φ
(
Φ−1(pi)−
√
ωy√
1− ω
)
almost surely. (2.24)
We have obtained that for sufficiently large portfolios the percentage of de-
faulted loans given a certain state of economy Y = y is approximately equal
the conditional default probability p(Y ). Now we want to derive the cumula-
tive distribution function of the limit loss variable p(Y ) and thus define the
loss distribution. Denote here the limit of L(m) by L. For every 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
we have then:
P(L ≤ x) = P(p(Y ) ≤ x) (2.25)
= P
(
−Y ≤ 1√
ω
(
Φ−1(x)
√
1− ω − Φ−1(p)))
= Φ
(
1√
ω
(
Φ−1(x)
√
1− ω − Φ−1(p))) .
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Now we can calculate the corresponding probability distribution function by
taking the derivative of (2.25):
fp,ω(x) =
√
1− ω
ω
exp
(
1
2
(Φ−1(x))2 − 1
2ω
(
Φ−1(p)−
√
1− ωΦ−1(x)
)2)
(2.26)
It is also possible to derive the expression for m-moment of portfolio loss
distribution:
E(L(m)) = Φm[
(
Φ−1(p), . . . ,Φ−1(p)
)
,Γω] (2.27)
Obviously we need a factor model to define asset correlation ω and some
market data to calibrate the default probability p. Next we will show how to
estimate asset correlation from historic default frequencies using one factor
model.
2.6 Estimation of asset correlation
Our first step is to calibrate default probabilities. Table (2.1) presents
Moody’s historic corporate bond default frequencies from 1970 to 2004. For
each rating class Ri we calculate the mean and the standard error of the
historic default frequencies. Then we use simple regression to fit the mean
by an exponential function. As a result we obtain fitted default probabili-
ties μ1, . . . , μ6 for all rating classes (see table (2.2)). Analogously we fit the
volatilies of the default frequencies.
The second step includes calculating the asset correlations. We refer to the
formula (2.18) from the one-factor model, in which we replace true default
probability pi with the fitted mean default rate μi. It could be shown that
the following expression is true for the considered model:
Var(P(Y )) = Φ2{Φ−1(p),Φ−1(p);ω} − p2 (2.28)
where we again replace the true unknown variance of default rate for the
fitted default volatility σ. Thus, the asset correlation ω is the only unknown
parameter in (2.28). The calibrated correlations are showed in the last col-
umn of table (2.2).
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Year Aaa Aa A Baa Ba B
1970 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.27% 4.12% 20.78%
1971 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.42% 3.85%
1972 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 7.14%
1973 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.46% 0.00% 3.77%
1974 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 10.00%
1975 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.02% 5.97%
1976 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.01% 0.00%
1977 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.28% 0.52% 3.28%
1978 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.08% 5.41%
1979 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.49% 0.00%
1980 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.94%
1981 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.49%
1982 0.00% 0.00% 0.26% 0.31% 2.72% 2.41%
1983 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.91% 6.31%
1984 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.36% 0.83% 6.72%
1985 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.40% 8.22%
1986 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.33% 2.03% 11.73%
1987 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 2.71% 6.23%
1988 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.24% 6.36%
1989 0.00% 0.61% 0.00% 0.59% 2.98% 8.95%
1990 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 3.35% 16.18%
1991 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.27% 5.35% 14.56%
1992 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.30% 9.03%
1993 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.56% 5.71%
1994 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.24% 3.82%
1995 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.69% 4.81%
1996 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.44%
1997 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.19% 2.12%
1998 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.12% 0.63% 4.26%
1999 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.10% 1.01% 5.85%
2000 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.38% 0.89% 5.49%
2001 0.00% 0.00% 0.16% 0.19% 1.57% 9.36%
2002 0.00% 0.00% 0.16% 1.21% 1.54% 4.97%
2003 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.95% 2.66%
2004 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.19% 0.65%
Tab. 2.1: Moody’s Corporate Bond Historic Default Frequency 1970-2004
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Rating Mean Stand.Dev. μ σ ρ
Aaa 0.000% 0.000% 0.0124% 0.1326% 42%
Aa 0.017% 0.103% 0.0413% 0.2546% 37%
A 0.922% 3.766% 0.1374% 0.4890% 31%
Baa 0.168% 0.319% 0.4565% 0.9390% 23%
Ba 1.170% 1.267% 1.5171% 1.8031% 15%
B 6.271% 4.643% 5.0417% 3.4627% 11%
Mean 1.425% 1.683% 1.2011% 1.1802% 26%
Tab. 2.2: Calibration Results due to exponential function fitting
Fig. 2.3: Mean default rate and Default rate volatility. The red and blue lines
represent the historic default and the regression by exponential function
fitting correspondingly.
3. COLLATERALIZED DEBT OBLIGATIONS
3.1 Typical CDO Structure
Collateralized debt obligation (CDO) is a structured financial product that
securitises a diversified portfolio of debt assets (e./ g. bank loans) by trans-
ferring the credit risk to the external investors. The initial debt portfolio
is called the collateral. The idea behind CDO is to sell bonds of different
seniority parceled in tranches and backed by the assets in the collateral. In
fact the initiator of CDO performs the repackaging of the original risk profile
by offering investors with different risk-return preferences a choice of respec-
tive tranches. The seniority of the tranches reflects the order, in which the
losses in the collateral affect the tranche investors. Each tranche is defined
by the percentage of losses in the collateral that it carries. For example, the
most subordinated tranche (called equity) suffers from the first 3% losses in
the collateral. If losses are for example 5% of the collateral notional, the eq-
uity investors carry the first 3% (thus loosing all their investment), and the
next 2% are carried by those who invested in the junior tranche. The senior
tranche investors suffer only if the total collateral portfolio loss exceeds 22%
of its notional value. The details of the risk transfer mechanism incorporated
in the typical CDO structure and its advantages are presented further in this
chapter. For references see [3], [1].
The first prerequisite for the CDO transaction is a pool of credit risky as-
sets on the balance sheet of the originator. It is often that banks purchase
such pool intentionally for CDO, which is in that case motivated by the arbi-
trage spread opportunities. The credit risk can also be artificially created by
purchasing a pool of CDS1 (Credit Default Swap), thus selling an insurance
1 Credit Default Swap is a contact, which references the debt assets of a particular firm.
In case these assets default, the seller of the swap (protection seller) pays compensation
to the swap buyer (protection buyer). Typically the compensation implies buying-out the
debt assets at their face value. In reaturn for this, protection buyer pays a periodic fee
until default occurs or until the swap matures. This fee is termed the CDS spread and it
is fixed at the initiation of the contract.
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on the default event. In this case the transaction is called synthetic CDO.
Next step in the CDO scheme is the transfer of the collateral assets to a so
Tranche Rating Premium (bp)
Super senior (22-100%) Unrated 1.5
Super senior(junior) (12-22%) AAA 4
Senior (9-12%) AAA 9
Mezzanine (senior) (6-9%) AAA 18
Mezzanine (junior) (3-6%) BBB 63
Equity (0-3%) N.A. 34% (upfront fee)
Tab. 3.1: Typical CDO tranches
called SPV (Special Purpose Vehicle) - a company set-up specially for the
transaction. The main reason for founding a new company is the condition
of bankruptcy remoteness of the SPV. That means SPV’s own bankruptcy
risk is minimized as it will not default on its obligations because of the in-
solvency of its originator. In terms of cash flow the transfer of the collateral
to the SPV can be a complete sale, though the originator often keeps the
administration of the asset pool. The cash proceeds of the originator are
the principal of the collateral. The SPV becomes the owner of all the cash
flows arising from the asset pool. Any fixed-rate loans in the collateral pool
are hedged by SPV against interest rate risk through interest-rate (fixed-to-
floating) swaps. To pay out to the originating company for the debt assets
SPV issues a securities - structured notes backed by asset pool on its balance.
The total notional of the notes equals the principal balance of the collateral
pool. Interests and principal of the notes are paid from the cash proceeds
and principal of the pool. As it was already said the notes are structured
into tranches of different risk classes.
3.1.1 Cash flow structure of CDO
Principal (repayment/amortization of debt securities) and interest are dis-
tributed sequentially top-down to the note investors in the order of seniority.
There is a deleveraging mechanism in the CDO cash flow waterfall repre-
sented by the overcollateralization (O/C) and interest coverage (I/C) tests.
O/C tests make certain that the principal coverage of the collateral are suf-
ficient for a certain (over)coverage of the premium to be paid out to the
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Fig. 3.1: CDO Scheme
note holders. For example, first O/C test is to be taken for the most senior
tranche (A):
(0/C)A =
PVpool
PVA
,
where PVA is the par value of the class A (senior) notes. This test is passed
if (O/C)A ≥ 120%. The O/C test for the class B notes is passed if:
(O/C)B =
PVpool
PVA + PVB
≥ 110%.
An I/C tests take care that the interest proceeds from the collateral are
sufficient for paying any expenses and coupons on the liability side of the
structure and due to any counterparties involved. An example of I/C test
for class A notes is given below:
(I/C)A =
PVpool ×WAC × 0.5− FEES × 0.5
PVA × CA × 0.5 ,
where FEES are required annual fees to any counterparties (e.g. hedge
counterparty), WAC is weighted average coupon of the collateral pool, CA
— the coupon on class A notes, and the factor 0.5 reflects that the interest
is calculated w.r.t. a semiannual horizon, covering two (quarterly) payment
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periods. This test is passed if
(I/C)A ≥ 140%.
If any of these tests is broken, cash is typically redirected in a way trying
to bring the broken test in line again. In this way, the interest stream to
the tranche investors is restructured backwards (from the bottom to the top)
thus mitigating losses. Most senior note holders receive their payments first
and it is respectively the lowest coupon. More junior note investors receive
payments only if more prioritized payments are in line with the documen-
tation of the structure. The more junior tranche is, the higher coupon it
carries, reflecting the higher risk borne by these notes. The equity tranche
(also called ”first loss piece”) carries no promised coupons. Instead equity
investors obtain the excess spread of the structure in every payment period,
i. d. the cash left-over after payments of coupons on classes A to D. Typ-
ically the originator of the CDO keeps some part of the equity tranche in
order to participate in the excess spread of the interest waterfall. This serves
as a ”guaranty” to the market showing that the arranger itself trusts the
structure and the underlying credits as he retains part of the credit risk.
The timing of defaults is crucial to first loss piece investors. If defaults occur
at the end of the CDO lifetime (backloaded structure), equity holders have
enough time to collect the excess spread. In this case though the probability
that 3% of the collateral assets default is relatively high, the equity holders
are rewarded by an attractive overall return even if they loose a substantial
part of their investment. On the other hand, the frontloaded transaction with
defaults taking place at an early stage of the deal presents a bad scenario
for subordinated investors, because they bear not only the first loss loosing
their investment but also miss the spread, as excess cash is redirected and
no longer distributed to them.
3.1.2 Motivation for CDO transaction
As it was already mentioned, one of the possible reasons for initiating CDO is
the spread arbitrage. The arbitrage exists when the total spread collected on
credit risky instruments at the asset side of the transaction exceeds the total
”diversified” spread to be paid to investors on the tranched liability side.
The first loss piece investors benefit from the possible arbitrage. The second
motivation is the credit risk transfer. This is typically the case with CLO -
collaterised loan obligations (with bank loans in the collateral portfolio).
The securitisation has an impact on the loss distribution of the underlying
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reference pool: it divides the loss distribution in two parts. The first loss
segment refers to losses carried by the originator by retaining the equity
piece. The excess loss of the first loss piece is taken by the CDO investors.
Thus the upper boundary of the first loss piece is an effective loss cap for
the originator. Even if the first loss is higher than the expected loss on the
original asset pool, the CDO transaction leads to the risk transfer because
it protects the originator against the unexpected loss. Formally, there is a
risk transfer if P(L > FLP ) > 0, where FLP stands for ”first loss piece”.
The risk measures for different values of expected loss could be found in
tables (3.2), (3.3).
EL = p Correlation parameter ω
(in %) 1% 5% 10% 20% 30% 60%
0.1 0.04 0.08 0.14 0.32 0.4 1
0.5 0.14 0.38 0.5 0.98 1.4 2.6
1 0.27 0.73 1 1.4 2.3 4.1
3 0.69 1.56 2.2 3.5 4.7 10
5 1.1 2.15 3.05 4.64 6.18 11.3
10 1.77 3.84 5.13 8.12 9.76 16.26
Tab. 3.2: Unexpected Loss (% of Portfolio Notional) for homogenous portfolio
(L ∼ Fp,ω) w.r.t. p and ω
EL = p Correlation parameter ω
(in %) 1% 5% 10% 20% 30% 60%
0.1 0.22 0.49 0.82 1.5 2.24 4.17
0.5 0.99 2 3.17 5.57 8.19 18
1 1.88 3.6 5.6 9.46 13.7 30
3 5.14 9 13 20.7 28.72 57.2
5 8.16 13.6 19 29.1 39 71
10 15.2 23.5 31.1 44.2 56.14 87
Tab. 3.3: VAR (99.5 quantile) (% of Portfolio Notional) for homogenous portfolio
(L ∼ Fp,ω) w.r.t. p and ω
The third motivation is the regulatory capital relief. In general, loan pools
require a financial institution hold regulatory capital in amount of 8% of the
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risk-weighted assets of the reference pool. After the CDO transaction the
originator needs to hold capital only for the retained equity piece of the CDO
structure. However, there are opportunity costs for the capital relief. The
originator has to cover upfront expenses (rating agencies, lawyers, structuring
and underwriting costs) and bear the ongoing asset pool administration costs.
Finally, the CDO deal leads to the cash in-flow as a result of the assets’ sale
to an SPV. The advantage of the refinancing by means of the securitization is
that resulting costs are mainly related to the credit quality of the transferred
assets (collateral) and not so much to the rating of the originator. Thus,
CDO can be a way out for companies with fast declining rating when the
funding from other sources becomes too expensive for them.
3.2 Valuation of CDO
Valuation of a CDO implies finding the fair spread of each tranche. The
fair spread is by definition a spread, with which the mark-to-market value
of the contract is zero. The issuer of credit linked notes pays the fair spread
to tranche investors, if the present value of the fee payments is equal to the
present value of the contingent payments, using risk-neutral valuation. We
assume here that there exists a risk-neutral martingale measure Q, under
which all price processes that are discounted under interest rate process are
martingales. All expectations in the following model are with respect to this
measure.
The fee payments are called ”protection leg” and refer to cash flow that
covers losses affecting the specific tranche and are paid out to the protection
buyer (i. e. CDO initiator). The contingent payments are called ”premium
leg” and is generally paid out quarterly in arrears to the protection seller
(i. e. tranche investor). On order to evaluate protection and premium legs
we need to specify the expected losses of each CDO tranche, how they are
determined by the expected portfolio (collateral) loss. Thus the tranche
spread is derived in terms of expected losses.
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For convenience we define the following variables:
Kj upper attachment point of tranche j
Sj spread od tranche j paid per year
Fj(t) face value of tranche j at time t
L(t) portfolio loss at time t
Lj(t) loss of tranche j at time t
DF (t) discount factor at time t
T time of maturity of CDO, as a fraction of year
As it was already stated a tranche suffers a loss only if the total portfolio
loss (in % of its notional) exceeds the lower attachment point of this tranche.
The maximum loss of a tranche j is the tranche’s size, which could be defined
as Kj −Kj−1. Then it is possible to express the loss of tranche j in terms of
total portfolio loss L(t):
Lj(t) = min[max(0;L(t)−Kj−1);Kj −Kj−1] (3.1)
Then the present value of the contingent (protection leg) paid out, given the
following payment dates
0 = t0 < t1 < . . . < tn−1 < tn = T
can be calculated taking the expectationwith respect to the risk-neutral prob-
ability measure:
PV protectionj = E
[
n∑
i=1
(Lj(ti)− Lj(ti−1))DF (ti)
]
(3.2)
Assuming a continuous time payment equation (3.2) turns to the following
expression:
PV protectionj = E
[∫ T
0
DF (t) dLj(t)
]
(3.3)
Premium payments to the investors depend on the face value at time t of
the tranche Fj(t), i. e. of the expected survival of the tranche, which can be
written as
Fj(t) = (Kj −Kj−1)− Lj(t) (3.4)
From (3.4) we obtain the expected present value of the fee payments (pre-
mium leg):
PV premiumj = Sj · E
[
n∑
i=1
ΔtiDF (ti)Fj(ti)
]
(3.5)
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Equalizing (3.3) and (3.5) we infer the fair spread S∗j :
S∗j =
E
[∫ T
0
DF (t) dLj(t)
]
E [
∑n
i=1 ΔtiDF (ti)Fj(ti)]
(3.6)
We conclude that in order to price a CDO it is essential to calculate the
cumulative portfolio loss distribution. Possible approach to finding portfolio
loss distribution is described in Chapter (2). For references to this section
see [4], [10], [12].
4. IMPLIED CORRELATION SMILE
4.1 Correlation and Tranche Loss
In the recent time market for credit derivatives boomed. The liquidity in
trading standardized CDO indices led to the market convention of pricing
tranches in terms of implied correlation rather than in terms of spread. Mar-
ket participants are interested in correlation as it can facilitate a comparison
of prices across tranches. This practice was inspired by the use of Black-
Scholes implied volatilities of equity markets. Even though Black-Scholes
model is simplifying reality, the implied volatilities provide a common bench-
mark for comparison of options across maturities and strikes. A direct ex-
tension from Black-Scholes implied volatilities to the CDO market is termed
compound correlations that are by definition obtained through inverting a
standard pricing model for tranched products. The implied correlation is
found by matching the model generated prices to market quoted spreads.
This chapter introduces the concept of implied (compound) correlation, pro-
vides analysis of the dependence between correlation and tranche spreads,
and presents the pitfalls and weaknesses of this concept that are necessary
to know when applying it on practice. For references to this chapter please
see [25],[17], [1], [9].
As we have already seen the prices of the CDO tranches depend on the
perceived likelihood of the joint defaults of the underlying pool (collateral
portfolio). The loss distribution of the portfolio is in turn influenced by the
parameter of default correlation. The figure below demonstrates this depen-
dence. It is obvious that higher correlation between defaults (more correct:
correlation between the random variables Li = ID, where Li = 1 when i
asset defaults) leads to higher probability of joint default occurrence. In
other words, high correlation implies that there will be either few defaults or
many. On the other hand, low correlation between defaults of entities in the
reference portfolio means that the probability that many securutites default
at the same time is also relatively low keeping marginal default probabilities
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fixed. This is demonstrated on the Figure 4.1 (Please, note that the scale for
y axis was chosen different in every case for convenience of the reader, the x
axis represents loss as a percentage of exposure).
Fig. 4.1: Portfolio Loss Distribution for different correlation parameters and fixed
probability of default 10%.
Further we provide intuition on how default correlation affects tranche spreads
through its influence on collateral loss distribution. First, let us look at the
equity tranche, that suffers the first losses, absorbing any losses below its
upper attachment point of 3%. Because of this upper limit on losses, the
equity tranche is not much influenced by occurence of many defaults while
equity investors are better off with few defaults occured as payments to them
are not redirected and their investment is not totally lost. This reduces the
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expected loss of the tranche and therefore reduces the fair spread paid to
its holders. Analogously, when correlation parameter increases, the expected
tranche loss and the respective fair spread also go up.
In contrast senior tranche investors are better off with default correlation
at a low level. Senior notes holders are affected only when losses in the
collateral exceed 22% of the pool notional. Many defaults should occur in
order to make such loss possible. The probability of this event is higher when
correlation increases. Thus the expected tranche loss and the fair spread
increase monotonically with correlation. These intuitively driven conclusion
is summarized on the Figures 4.2, 4.3.
Fig. 4.2: Expected Tranche Loss as a function of default correlation.
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While for the most subordinated and senior tranches the dependence between
correlation parameter and expected tranche loss is monotonic, though with
a different sign, for mezzanine tranches it is not the case. The tranche loss
is defined (omit the time subscript indices for simplicity)
LMezz = min(L,KU)−min(L,KL), (4.1)
where L is portfolio loss variable, KU — upper attachment point for mezza-
nine tranche, and KL - lower attachment point respectively.
There are three possible outcomes:
• L < KL, then LMezz = 0;
• KL < L < KU , then LMezz = L−KL;
• L > KU , then LMezz = KU −KL.
It can be seen now that for both summands in the equation (4.1) the ex-
pected value is decreasing in the correlation characteristic of the portfolio
loss distribution. Since these components enter the equation with opposite
signs, we are not able to assume that tranche loss is monotonic in correla-
tion. This is well observed on the middle graphs in Figure 4.2. Analogous
picture could be seen on the diagram with correlation plotted against fair
spread (Figure 4.3). Modeled spread for equity tranche rises dramatically as
correlation goes to zero, because equity investors are the first to suffer any
losses.
4.2 Compound Correlation
In this section we will use market data to infer the implied correlation. First,
we present the assumptions of the standard market model used and give the
description of the dataset. Second, we will explore the main properties of
compound correlation.
4.2.1 The Data
The market data we take as input consists of prices of CDS Europe iTraxx
index as well as of prices of iTraxx derivative product - tranched iTraxx.
ITRAXX Europe is one of the most popular CDS indices representing a
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Fig. 4.3: Fair spread as a function of default correlation.
portfolio of 125 equally-weighted default swaps on European names. It is
split into traded sector indices (Autos, Consumer, Energy, Financial senior
and subordinated, Industrials, TMT and Non-Financial) and a HiVol index of
the 30 widest spread non-financial names. A Crossover index comprising the
45 most liquid sub-investment grade non-financials is also traded. Figure 4.4
demonstrates the whole family of iTraxx products. The iTraxx CDS indices
typically trade 5 and 10-year maturities and a new series is issued every 6
months in March and September. The Europe iTraxx also trade 3 and 7-
year maturities. More detailed information on iTraxx could be found on the
website of International Index Company Limited (www.indexco.com).
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Fig. 4.4: iTraxx family. Source: IIC presentation ”iTraxx CDS Indices”.
The tranched iTraxx investor who is essentially the seller of protection, is
responsible for all default losses on an underlying index portfolio of default
swaps in excess of a respective tranche attachment point up to the detach-
ment point. Thus, a tranched index has the same risk characteristics as a
collateralized debt obligation. In return for covering the losses, protection
sellers receive fees quoted in two parts: an upfront-fee and a running spread.
Both of these are quoted in turn as a fraction of maximum amount of loss for
a tranche. Once default occurs, the notional amount upon which the running
spread is charged is reduced, dollar for dollar, with losses. All tranches have
an assigned (”promised”) running spread, and only the equity tranche has
an upfront fee. Unlike other tranches, the ”First Loss Piece” tranche has a
contractually set running spread of 500 basis points, and the upfront fee is
negotiated in the market. The prices of CDS Index are used to bootstrap the
default probabilities, while the market quoted spreads and the equity upfront
fee for tranched iTraxx are applied to CDO pricing function when inverting
it for implied correlation. An example of data for one day is presented in the
table 4.1.
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iTraxx Europe 7S 10Y
25 May 2007
Tranche Running Spread (in bp) Upfront Fee (in %)
22-100% 4.04 0
12-22% 12.7 0
9-12% 41.2 0
6-9% 89 0
3-6% 304 0
0-3% 500 36
Tab. 4.1: Example of the dataset. Source: Bloomberg.
4.2.2 LPHGC Model
We use standard pricing model, described in section 3.2, which relies on the
following assumptions:
• The default of a reference entity in the portfolio is triggered when its
asset value falls below a barrier, the asset value of the portfolio is driven
by a common, standard normally distributed factor Y (the framework
of CreditMetricsTM one-factor model).
• There is an equally weighted homogeneous portfolio of credit risky as-
sets, the number of entities m tends to infinity, which effectively cancels
the effect of a single name’s performance on tranche loss.
• The assets in the collateral are assumed to have the same default prob-
ability p.
• The uniform default probability is bootstrapped from the mid market
spread on equivalent CDS index. It would be more consistent to use
individual spreads for all the credits in the reference portfolio to account
for single name blow ups, but this would require data that is not availbal
instantly.
• Loss-given-Default (LGD = 1 − R) is assumed to be constant and
therefore independent on default. The simple approach is to take the
recovery rate R equal to the average historical recovery rate on senior
unsecured bonds for US corporations (40%).
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• The model assumes identical constant pairwise default correlation ω.
• The timing of defaults for the m assets over the lifetime of the contract
can be calculated from a joint default probability distribution, which is
assumed to be multivariate normal distribution (in other words, Gaus-
sian copula). The construction of this analytical approximation is pre-
sented in section 2.5.
It is obvious that the Large Pool Homogeneous Gaussian Copula Model is
simplistic, and because of its transparency and replicability it became a mar-
ket standard. Besides, it requires few inputs, which are easy to agree on.
Details on practical implementation could be found in [22], [24].
Next, we took data on market quotations and invert the pricing formula
to find implied correlations for each tranche. This procedure of implying
correlation differs for the first equity tranche, because we don’t have a market
quoted running spread for this tranche, we need to apply a recursive technique
in order to account for upfront fee and contractually fixed running spread of
500 bp. The formal procedure is as follows:
1. Find a vector of expected survival (Esur) for equity tranche for all
premium payment dates as a function of default correlation
Esur = f(corr)
2. Denote spread(·) a function that gives a model spread using CDO pric-
ing model (e.g. LPHGC). This is essentially a function of default cor-
relation.
3. Define a function UpfrontFee(·) that finds the upfront fee given annual
market spread and market convention of 500 bp p.a.
UpFee =
MarketSpread
4
− 500
4
DF
, (4.2)
where DF presents the sum of effective discount factors for each pay-
ment date. Effective discount factor incorporates the discount rate and
expected survival rate as the running spread is paid on the effective
tranche size, which decreases in time with losses occurring. Omitting
discount rate (set it equal to zero) for simplicity (it was proved to have
minor influence on the spread value) we define DF =
∑T
t=1 Esurt. As
expected survival depends on correlation, DF could be also represented
as a function of correlation.
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Further, denoting DF = DF (corr) and plugging
MarketSpread = spread(corr)
in equation (4.2) we obtain
UpFee =
spread(ccorr)
4
− 500
4
DF (corr)
, (4.3)
4. Thus we expressed upfront fee as a function of correlation. Given
the quoted upfront fee MarketUpFee we apply numerical inversion to
equation (4.3) and find implied correlation for equity tranche corrEquity
such that
UpFee(corrEquity) = MarketUpFee.
As a result we get the following implied correlation graph for 6 tranches(see
Figure 4.5):
Fig. 4.5: Implied Correlation Smile.
This shape is known as ”correlation smile”. Though the LPHGC model
uses only one single parameter to summarize all correlations among the vari-
ous borrowers defaults, market tranche spreads imply that different tranches
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on the samo´ underlying portfolio trade at various correlations. Correlation
smile reveals that the mezzanine (junior) tranches typically show a lower
compound correlation than equity or senior tranches. For senior and super
senior tranches a higher correlation is necessary as compared to the equity
tranche. As shown in the section 2.6 typically mean asset correlation varies
within the bounds of 0−30%. That means that market data implies that the
model underprices the senior tranches - a bigger input correlation is needed
for model to compensate increasing risk of default with higher spreads that
match market quotes. It means essentially that Gaussian Copula model
fails to model fat tails of the portfolio loss distribution, underestimating the
chance of observing a very high or very low number of defaults. Other reasons
for why we observe a skew in implied correlation are given below.
4.2.3 Possible Explanation of the Correlation Smile
The existence of the implied correlation smile (skew) is not quite obvious.
Though standard Large Pool Homogeneous Gaussian Copula model is sim-
plifying as it assumes unrealistic uniform default correlation, nevertheless it
doesn’t overlook any factors which might possibly influence correlation pa-
rameter as well as any of specific tranche characteristics. Thus, correlation
doesn’t depend on tranche priced in the model. Condequently, one would
expect an almost flat implied correlation. As there is an analogy between
implied correlation and implied volatility, it is also possible to apply similiar
explanations to the fact that both parameters demonstrate a smile. The ex-
istence of volatility skew is usually explained by two lines of argument. The
first consideration refers to the general market supply and demand condi-
tions, while the second approach focuses on the difference between the as-
set’s return distribution assumed in the Black-Scholes option pricing model
(lognormal distribution) and the one implicit in the market quotes. The cor-
relation smile can be explained analogously. Three possible explanations for
this phenomena are presented below. For further details please refer to [1],
[20], [21].
• Demand ans supply conditions. The smile could stem from different
preferences of the market (in other words, of the arbitrage seeking in-
vestors) in selling protection on some tranches. Implied correlation
skew typically denotes a lower correlation for mezzanine tranches as
compared to junior tranches. The strong demand for mezzanine and se-
nior tranches leads to the cituation when spreads on respective tranches
decrease relative to those of equity tranches unrepresentative of the
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underlying risk. On the other hand the demand for equity tranches is
usually lower than for other notes, because it represents unrated secu-
rities which are sold in the first place as financial institutions free up
the regulatory capital under the new Basell II capital reqirement rules.
• Segmentation among investors. Different investors hold varying views
about default correlations. The views of sellers of protection on equity
tranches may differ from those of sellers of protection on mezzanine
tranches. However, it is not clear why this difference would be system-
atic.
• Model weakness. The main assumptions of the standard market model
used to imply correlation are too simplistic. The implicit portfolio loss
distribution has fatter tails than the Gaussian copula, recovery rates
are not fixed but can be stochastic, moreover, the recovery rate and
the default variable are not independent as it is assumed.
4.2.4 Existence, uniqueness, and monotonicity of compound correlation
A natural question to ask next is: can we always find compund correlation
and if such a correlation exists, is it unique? Inverting pricing formula under
LPHGC model for spreads of tranched index on different dates, series, and
maturities shows that for a mezzanine tranche the existence of compound
correlation is not always the case. Figure 4.6 demonstrates such situation.
The function f(x) on y axis is the following: f(corr) = ModelSpread(corr)−
MarketSpread.
The function f(corr) doesn’t cross the zero line that means that any possible
correlation input in the model produces a lower spread than quoted in the
market, thus underpricing the mezzanine tranche. To investigate this prob-
lem, we look at parameters in the model other than correlation that influence
the fair spread value. The other two parameters are default probability and
discount rate. The spread proved to be insensitive to large changes in dis-
count rate, but it is strongly dependent on default probility, which is in turn
driven by the market average spread of the CDS index.
The figure 4.7 reveals f(x) as a function of both correlation and CDS spread.
The read plane represents the surface, on which f(·, ·) = 0, thus equalizing
market and model spread for mezzanine tranche. The blue surface shows the
true vale of f(·, ·) for most possible values of correlation and CDS average
spread. Consequently, the border between red and blue surfaces on the graph
contains those combinations of correlation and CDS spread values, for which
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Fig. 4.6: Non-existence of implied correlation for Mezzanine tranche;iTraxx 7S 7Y,
3 Jul 07.
it market and models spreads are equal. It is clear now, that it is not possible
to imply correlation for any values of CDS spread except for those that
constitute the border.
The second question concerns uniqueness of compound correlation. Fig-
ure 4.8 demonstrates the case when there are two distinct correlations that
give the same par spread. Such a lack of uniqueness is typical for mezzanine
tranche and this property makes an implied correlation concept less applica-
ble as it is difficult to interpret correlation parameter and even more difficult
to use in CDO hedging. The non-uniqueness of implied correlation is the
direct corollary of the fact that ”middle” tranches spreads are not monotonic
in correlation (see Figure 4.3).
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Fig. 4.7: function(corr, CDSspread) - difference between market and model spread
for mezzanine tranche, iTraxx 7S 7Y, 3 Jul 07.
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Fig. 4.8: Non-uniqueness of implied correlation for mezzanine tranche, iTraxx 5S
10Y, 1 Jun 06.
5. BASE CORRELATION
The concept of base correlations was proposed in 2004 by McGinty, Beinstein,
Ahluwalia, and Watts([20]) from JP Morgan and it was designed to overcome
the limitations of the compound correlation. FOr references please see also
[?], [22], [27], [15], [23]. The simple idea behind this concept is following:
instead of implying correlation on regular (so called ”interest”) tranches, we
define virtual tranches, which are often called ”first loss tranches”, as they all
have the same lower attachment point of 0% and are therefore similiar in that
to standard equity tranche. A j-tranche is defined by 0−Kj%, where a vector
of upper attachment points K = (3%, 6%, 9%, 12%, 22%, 100%). Further, we
apply some CDO pricing model (e. g. LPHGC model) for pricing these fictive
constructed tranches and use numerical inversion to find implied correlation,
termed base correlation as opposed to compound. It is straightforward to
infer the expected tranche loss for these virtual first loss pieces once we have
calculated the expected tranche loss for regular tranches. A loss on j tranche
is decomposed into losses on two ”equity” tranches. From this it follows:
E(L[0, Kj]) = E(L[0, Kj−1]) + E(L[Kj−1, Kj]) (5.1)
The first virtual tranche therefore coincides with equity tranche (0 − 3%),
and the following pieces ([0−6%], [0−9%], . . . , [0−100%]) are bootstrapped
using formula (5.1).
Since premium spread quotes are for regular tranches only, the implied base
correlation of a tranche cannot be obtained directly. To calculate the base
correlation a recursive method is used.
• The base correlation for the first equity tranche (0− 3%) is simply the
implied compound correlation for this piece.
• Given the unique correlation for the equity piece we fix the expected
loss in this tranche E(L[0, 3%]).
• Given the market spread for the next tranche (3− 6%) we iterate over
the correlation parameter ω, which generates an expected loss of fictive
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tranche (0 − 6%) such that the expected loss of the (3 − 6%) tranche
via equation 5.1 implies the given spread.
• This correlation is denoted base correlation for 6% detachment point,
and the iteration continues, extracting base correlations for all detach-
ment points.
Formally, the procedure is executed as folllows:
ETL3−6% = f(corr),
where ETL is expected tranche loss.
f(corr) + ETL0−3%(corr1B) = ETL0−6%(corr),
where corr1B is base correlation for 0− 3% tranche;
ModelSpread3−6% = g (ETL3−6%) = g (f(corr))
ModelSpread3−6% = g
(
ETL0−6%(corr)− ETL0−3%(corr1B)
)
:= h(corr)
(5.2)
Define a function F (corr):
F (corr) = MarketSpread3−6% −ModelSpread3−6% (5.3)
Plug equation 5.2 in 5.3:
F = MarketSpread3−6% − h(corr) (5.4)
Find the zero of function F , solving equaion 5.4 for corr by numerical in-
version, then denote the solution corr = corr2B. Proceed wiht iterations for
next tranches. The base correlation graph is presented on figure 5.1.
5.1 Advantages of Base Correlation
The base correlation approach seeks to exploit the monotonicity of equity
tranches in order to solve the problem of non-uniqueness of implied correla-
tions for mezzanine tranches. No matter how big the detachment point of the
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Fig. 5.1: Compound vs Base Correlation.
first loss tranche is - 3% or 100%, it is equally susceptible to any losses oc-
curing in the reference portfolio. That is why the virtual equity tranches are
monotonic in correlation. This is shown on Figure 5.2. Figures 5.2 and 4.2
reveal also one more difference between regular and fictive tranches - for the
latter expected tranche loss is always decreasing with correlation, implying
that fair spread is also negatively dependent on correlation for all tranches.
Though the base correlation values can seem to be very high compared with
compound correlation, the base skew on figure 5.1 is in fact meaningful that
the skew of compound correlation as it reflects the difference between real
world pricing and the LPHGC model assumptions. The reason for this skew
is that one-factor models place very low probabilities on losses for very senior
tranches (e. g. 22−100% tranche). Therefore the fair spread for these tranches
inferred from the model is zero basis points. In reality the market participants
won’t take take any risk for nothing and thus the market charges a few basis
points. This skews the implied correlation substantially for the remainder of
the capital structure.
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Fig. 5.2: Expected Fictive Tranche Loss as a function of default correlation.
The next thing that belongs to the advantages of base correlation is that
it can be used for pricing off-market CDO tranches with the same collateral
pool. Any kind of interpolation process from the compound correlation smile
is compromised by the fact that these compound correlations are function of
two base correlations. Using the base correlation framework, we can use the
standard market tranches to calibrate the model for base correlation inputs
and then interpolate from these base correlations to value a CDO tranche that
is not actively traded. Base correlations are thus used to produce consistent
implied correlations for non-standartised tranches, which greatly increases
the risk-return horizon for investors trying to check the quoted prices of
tranches with non-standard attachment points.
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5.2 Pitfalls of Base Correlation
Willeman [27] examined fair tranche spreads, base correlations and their
dependence on the assumed default correlation. It was shown that even
if the intensity correlation increases, base correlations for senior tranches
may actually decrease. Also it was proven that base correlations at a given
attachment point depend on the placement of all prior attachment points.
Fig. 5.3: Bootstrapped Base Correlations vs ”True” Default Intensities.
Figure 5.3 shows base correlations as a function of assumed ”true default cor-
relation” of first loss pieces with different detachment points. For a given cor-
relation, the tranche spreads decrease with seniority and for a given tranche
there is a monotonic relationship between fair tranche spreads and correla-
tion (see Figure 4.3). Turning to the base correlations, we see that for a
fixed intensity correlation, there is the expected relationship that the base
correlation is increasing with seniority as observed in the market. But for a
given fixed detachment point, we see that, for more junior tranches, the base
correlation goes up when the intensity correlation goes up, as expected. How-
ever, for the more senior tranches the base correlation of the senior tranches
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may decrease with increasing default correlation. This means that even if
spreads change as to reflect an increased correlation, the base correlations
seem to imply that the correlation actually has gone down. To conclude, one
should be careful when making judgements on true correlation changes by
the changes in implied base correlation. For more details on this topic please
refer to [23], [25].
6. CONCLUSION
Over the past years the CDO market exhibited rapid growth accompanied
with increasing liquidity and market improvement in transparency of pricing
framework. Publicly qouted CDS indices such as iTraxx offer an opportunity
to calibrate the correlation parameter in pricing models. Correlation is now
market observable and becomes itself a subject for arbitrage trading plac-
ing further impoprtance on its correct calibration and valuation of tranched
products. In this work we applied market standard model with analytical
loss distribution approximation and assumption of flat correlation structure
to find implied correlation. We have analyzed the implications of the selec-
tion of parameters and examined the skew observed in implied correlation
over various tranches.
The approach presented here is by no means comprehensive. There are many
more models developped for pricing CDO and other correlation-dependent
products. Among them are models that use Monte Carlo simulation instead
of analytic approximation to find portflio loss distribution, models with use
more realistic assumptions (fattter tailed distributions, stochastic recovery
rate etc.), as well as models with dynamic intensity process for default times.
These models allow for modeling correlation smile and claim to produce more
consistent results though at cost of speed.
In this work we have presented proofs form recent data that quoting CDO
tranches in terms of implied correlation — either compund, or base — does
suffer in both cases from inconsistency, making it difficult to draw conclu-
sions about relative attractiveness of two tranches as well a s using implied
correlation for pricing non-standard tranches.
7. APPENDIX A
7.1 How to extract the term structure of default probabilities?
The rating approach we used to calibrate default probabilities in chapter 2
is rarely applied in practice. Market based approach reflects the market-
agreed perception about the evolution of the market in future, while historical
information reflects past development, which is not necessarily stable over
long periods in time. Below it is shown how to obtain a so called credit curve
— default probability as a function of maturity.
Let τi be a continuous random variable that measures the length of time for
security i until default occurs. In this framework, the current time could be
assumed to be the starting point. The time scale is defined interms of years
for continuous models or number of periods for discrete version. The meaning
of default could be defined as rating D according to Moody’s system. Let
F (t) = P(τi ≤ t) be the distribution function of time-to-default. Assume
F (0) = 0. We can also define the probability density function:
f(t) = F ′(t) = lim
Δ→0+
(
P(t ≤ τi ≤ t +Δ)
Δ
)
Denote px(t)the conditional probability that the security i will default within
the next t years conditional on its survival in x years:
px(t) = P(τi − x ≤ t|τi > x), t ≥ 0.
Pluging t = 1 we obtain marginal default probability, conditional on its
surival to the beginning of the period:
px = P(τi − x ≤ 1|τi > x).
A credit curve in a discrete world therefore can be expressed as a sequence
of p0, p1, . . . , pn.
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Now we employ the concept of hazard rate function to get a convenient
representation for marginal default probabilities. Hazard rate function gives
the instantaneous default probability for a security that has attained age x.
For notational simplicity we omit further the subscript i.
P (x < τ ≤ x +Δx|τ > x) = F (x +Δx)− F (x)
1− F (x) ≈
f(x)Δx
1− F (x) (7.1)
The hazard rate function is given then
h(x) =
f(x)
1− F (x) .
We can now express distribution and probability density functions in terms
of h(x):
F (x) = 1− e−
∫ t
0 h(s) ds (7.2)
f(t) = h(t) · e−
∫ t
0 h(s) ds.
Understanding the fisrt arrival time τ as associated with a Poisson arrival pro-
cess, the constant mean arrival rate h can be interpreted as default intensity.
Changing from a deterministically varying intensity to stochastic intensity
we obtain the following expression for conditional default probability
px(t) = 1− Es
[
e−
∫ t
0 h(x+s) ds
]
,
where Es denotes expectation given all information available at time s. Nev-
ertheless a typical assumption here is that the hazard rate is constant. Also
we need to put constraints of positiveness on h(x), so that the probability
px(t) is less than 1. Given that we obtain
f(t) = he−ht, t > 0, h > 0 (7.3)
which shows that the density function follows the exponential distribution
eith parameter h. Under this assumption the default probablity over the
time interval [0, t] is
px(t) = 1− e−
∫ t
0 h(x+s) ds = 1− e−ht = (px)t.
Now we are interested in how to estimate the hazard rate h. If h is continuous
then h(t)Δt approximately equals the probability of default between t and
Δt conditional on survival to t. As far as by construction market-based
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probabilities are risk-neutral, we can calculate an approximation for h(t)Δt
in the following way. The link between spreads of traded credit derivatives
and default probabilities is analogous to the link between interest rates and
discount factors in fixed income markets. Thus if spr represents a spread
over the risk-free rate, then we get an expression for risk-neutral default
probability:
DP ∗ =
1− 1
1+spr
1−R ≈
spr
1−R,
where R is assumed recovery rate.
Then taking in account time period, we obtain
pt(x) = 1− e( −DP ∗t), (7.4)
where we use so called clean spread ( spr
1−R) for credit default swap of respective
maturity.
8. APPENDIX B
8.1 Proof of the Proposition 2.2
Proof. For fixed Y = y ∈ R define the conditional probability measure Py
Py(·) = P (·|Y = y)
Consider the random variable
Xk = EADk (LGDiLk − E(LGDiLk|Y ))
With respect to Py, the random sequence (Xk)k≥1 is independent due to 2.19
and centered by definition. Let us define
ηm =
m∑
i=1
EADi,
such that (ηm)m≥1 is a positive sequence strictly increasing to the infinity
due to assumptions 2.21, 2.22. If we could prove that
∞∑
k=1
1
(ηk)2
E
(
X2k
)
<∞, (8.1)
then a version of the strong law of large numbers would yield
lim
m→∞
1
ηm
m∑
k=1
Xk = 0 Py – almost surely. (8.2)
This version of the law of the large numbers is based on Kronecker’s Lemma,
stating that whenever (xk)k≥1 and (ηk)k≥1 are sequences with the latter being
positive and strictly increasing to infinity, such that
∞∑
k=1
xk
ηk
converges,
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we obtain:
lim
m→∞
1
ηm
m∑
k=1
xk = 0.
The next step is to prove the statement 8.1. From assumptions 2.21, 2.22 we
get
∞∑
k=1
1
(ηm)2
E(X2k) ≤
∞∑
k=1
4 · EAD2k
η2k
<∞ (8.3)
due to the uniform boundedness of (LGDkLk − E(LGDkLk|Y )). Thus we
have proved 8.2 for every y ∈ R.
We can write now
P
[
limm→∞
(
L(m) − E(L(m)|Y )) = 0 |Y = y ] = 1 (8.4)
for every y ∈ R. Then almost sure convergence also holds unconditionally
and we obtain
P
[
lim
m→∞
(L(m) − E(L(m)|Y )) = 0
]
=
=
∫
P
[
lim
m→∞
(L(m) − E(L(m))|Y ) = 0 |Y = y
]
dPY (y) = 1.
The proposition is proved.
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